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Synthetic biology: a new form of engineering

SYNTHETIC BIOLOGY
Designing biological systems to meet our needs
quickly, economically and safely
Biology

Maths and
computing

Chemistry

Engineering

For example, a
We know about hardware and software – we have a new concept
biological sensor for
contaminant detection
– to come later!

wetware
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Synthetic biology: a new form of engineering

Key concepts underpinning wetware
 Design – start with an intent and work towards it
 Not research – hypothesize, experiment, learn
 Quickly, economically, safely – like all
engineering
 Highly multidisciplinary
– Biology: understanding of biological
systems and mechanisms
– Chemistry: understanding of interactions
between molecules
– Maths and computing: abstraction, data
analysis, algorithms, modelling
– Engineering: standardisation,
characterisation, simulation, prediction
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BIOLOGY-BY-DESIGN

DESIGN

TEST

BUILD

Synthetic biology: a new form of engineering

The idea has been around for 40 years…

“To use the phrase genetic engineering devalues the word engineering; genetic
meddling would be more accurate.
The engineering equivalent of what geneticists do would be tossing a load of
concrete and steel into a river and if someone managed to cross calling it a bridge.”
Simon Munnery, Comedian, New Statesman
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Synthetic biology: a new form of engineering

… and now we’re really engineering biology
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Synthetic biology: a technology that meets market demand

Needs and solutions are aligning

Market need
·
·
·
·

·

Technology solution
·

Providing food to a growing
global population
Managing waste and
remediating contamination
Providing increasing amounts of
usable energy in an affordable
long-term sustainable way
Manufacturing chemicals and
materials at low cost with
minimum environmental
impact
Managing diseases and creating
and making novel therapeutics

·
·
·
·
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Our understanding of genetics,
epigenetics, metabolomics,
proteomics, cells, organisms…
Low-cost nucleic acid
sequencing and synthesis
Simple gene editing tools
Advances in computing and
data analysis
Engineering methods applied
to biological processes and
systems

Synthetic biology: a technology that meets market demand

This alignment is driving significant growth…
 20% annual growth rate in biotech revenues in the US since 2008(A)
 $818M synbio start up investment H1 2016 ($803M all 2015)(B)
 McKinsey 12 Disruptive Technologies – $0.7 to $1.6T impact by 2025(C)

(A) Estimating the biotech sector’s contribution to the US economy
R. Carlson Nature Biotech 34:3 March 2016

(B) 2016 synthetic biology start up investment to end Q2 totals $818M
SynBioBeta.com

(C) Disruptive technologies: Advances that will transform life, business and the global economy McKinsey Global Institute May 2013
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Synthetic biology: a technology that meets market demand

… and start-up activity in multiple areas
Route to
market
Public
perception

Basic product
safety

Clinical trials

Notification

Unclear

Irrelevant

My choice is
limited

Contained
systems

Is it worth
the risk?

N = 275 globally
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Synthetic biology: a technology that meets market demand

Needs are coming from many markets and industries
Industry colour

Microorganisms
(bacteria, yeast)

Industrial

Agriculture and
environment

Marine and aquatic

Human health

Chemical production
Enzyme production
Materials production

Fuel production
Environmental
monitoring and
remediation

Environmental
monitoring and
remediation

API manufacture
Diagnostics

API manufacture

Plants and algae

Chemical production
Materials production

Fuel production
Food production (crops)

Environmental
monitoring and
remediation
Food production

Animals

Materials production
(silk and fibres)

Elimination of pest
species
Food production
(livestock)

Food production
(fish, seafood)

API manufacture
Disease models

N/A

Therapeutic action, gene
therapies, disease
models, diagnostics

Humans

N/A

N/A
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Synthetic biology: a technology that meets market demand

Solutions are coming from the tools providers
Tool type

Gene editing

Gene sequencing
and synthesis

Software

Automation

Next-generation
sequencing
Low-cost point-of-need
sequencing
Low-cost high-fidelity
de-novo synthesis
Targeted libraries

Sequence analysis
DNA design
Protein folding
Whole-cell
metabolomic models
Experiment design
and scheduling
High-power
data analysis
Tools integration
Cloud computing
Machine learning

Miniaturised liquid
handling
Droplet methods
Robotics in the lab
Low-cost computer
hardware
Systems integration

Microorganisms
(bacteria, yeast)

Plants and algae
CRISPR/Cas9
Phages
Reagent kits

Animals

Humans
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Synthetic biology: a technology with barriers we can overcome

Cost

Controlling R+D spend

R+D

Transfer

Time
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Manufacture

Synthetic biology: a technology with barriers we can overcome

Controlling R+D spend

Cost

R+D Costs

R+D

Transfer

Time
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Manufacture

Synthetic biology: a technology with barriers we can overcome

·
·

Controlling R+D spend
Fewer
people

·
R+D Costs

·

Biological design tools

Mathematical models of gene
circuits and cell metabolism
Standardised, characterised
biological parts
Accurate de-novo DNA
synthesis
Precise DNA editing

Cost

·
Faster
· Massively
·

R+D

Transfer

Time
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parallel automation
of experiments
Seamless linking between
design, experiment and data

Manufacture

Synthetic biology: a technology with barriers we can overcome

Creating economic manufacturing processes

Cost

R+D Costs

Operation costs

R+D

Transfer

Time
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Manufacture

Synthetic biology: a technology with barriers we can overcome

· “Concurrent engineering”:
Creating economic manufacturing processes

Cost

R+D Costs

Operation costs

R+D

Transfer

Time
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design and process
optimisation together
· Real-time low-cost automated
process measurement and
control Easily
· Robust definition
scalable and
measurement of critical-toSimple
robust
quality parameters
processes
· In-line continuous processes

Manufacture

Synthetic biology: a technology with barriers we can overcome

Ensuring clearance to get to market
·

R+D Costs

·

Cost

·

Robust Quality Management
processes: providing clear
evidence of safety and efficacy
Well-defined approvals
processes
Public engagement and debate:
what risk / benefit are we
willing to accept?

Operation costs
Regulatory clearance
R+D

Transfer

Time
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Manufacture
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Example: biosensor

Hexavalent chromium released by industry is a known risk to public health

Many industries, especially
power, produce
hexavalent chromium
which may enter the
environment

Even small amounts of
hexavalent chromium (0.02
ppb) over a long period
could potentially lead to
cancer

Copyrights: Paint by Cris Dobbins, Power Plant by Yu Luck , Glass by Gianluca Arena, Lung Cancer by Josh, Flag by Anbileru Adaleru
Licensed under Creative Commons from the Noun Project
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Erin Brockovich won
$300m damages against
PG&E for exposing the
public to hexavalent
Chromium

A recent EGS study
through extensive area
site measurements
showed that 2/3
Americans may be
exposed to unsafe
levels of hexavalent
chromium
http://www.ewg.org/interactivemaps/2016-chromium6-lower48.php

Example: biosensor

A concept for low-cost, un-manned monitoring of hexavalent chromium giving
regular, consistent measurements of water quality

Deploy

Water sample taken and
chromium detected
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Information sent
securely

Information displayed to
specialist

Example: biosensor

Chromium-sensing bacteria are activated on a weekly basis to make accurate
measurements from water
CAROUSEL OF
CONSUMABLES

WATER INLET FLUORESCENCE READER
UV LAMP

WATER INLET

ANTENNA

FILTER

BATTERY
PUMP
MOTOR

LYOPHILIZED
BACTERIA
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SOLAR PANELS

Example: biosensor

Technical challenges…
 Rational design of DNA from sensor
function to base pairs
– Starting in E. coli
– Transitioning to B. subtilis
 High-throughput phenotype
screening
– Identifying the optimal design of
organism
– Characterising the wetware and
setting the requirements for the
reader design

Output signal

Limit of Dynamic Saturation
detection
range
limit

Sensitivity

Cr concentration

R0040

ElvJ
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chrB
B0034 [E.coli] T0002

p_chrB

RiboJ B0034

YFP

L3S2P21

Example: biosensor

Solutions: software to automate the design process

Inputs

Design automation

Outputs

Desired genetic
function /
architecture

Shopping list for
new parts

Library of
existing parts

Build strategy

Design

Preferred chassis

Design

Copyrights: Bacteria by MD Delwar Hossain, Workstation by Creative Stall, Microchip by Arthur Shlain, DNA by To Uyen
Licensed under Creative Commons from the Noun Project
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Test

Test

Verification plan

Example: biosensor

Solutions: biosensor selection / characterisation platform

Inputs

Selection and
characterization platform

Transformed and
non-transformed
cells

Cells from the
best performing
bacterial clone

Heavy metal
analytes

Desired response
to the analyte

Outputs

16.5k transformed
cells selected
500k characterisation
experiments

Copyright: Bacteria by MD Delwar Hossain, Test Tube by Maja Hedlund, Robotic Hand by Vectors Market, Microchip by Arthur Shlain, Workstation by Creative Stall, Database by Rockicon
Licensed under Creative Commons from the Noun Project
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Specific responses
to the analyte for
each cell

Example: biosensor

Solutions: characterisation platform functions
Competent cells
and DNA post
transformation
(Millions)

Separate into
drops < 1
tranformant /
drop

Waste

Culture and
let
transformed
cells grow

Screen and
separate
transformed
cells

Put
transformed
cells into store
(~16,000)

Incubate cells
to get
response

Array out cells
from store
and expose to
analyte
(~500,000)

DROPLETS
ARRAYED
Choose cells
with best
performance

Measure
response and
compare to
requirement

300mm
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Conclusions

Synthetic biology is moving into the mainstream
A new form of engineering
·
·

Wetware: biology-by-design
Biology, chemistry, maths, engineering

A technology that meets market demand
·
·

Market pull – significant problems
Technology push – can be addressed

A technology with barriers we can overcome
·
·
·

Controlling R+D spend
Creating economic manufacturing processes
Ensuring clearance to get to market
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